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ABSTRACT

Watermarks are the most important tool
for dating old, not explicitly dated paper
documents. Hence, catalogues and
databases of watermarks play an
eminent role for the work of medievalist
and paper historians. This article
presents an integrated software system
developed
for
storage, retrieval,
manipulation, digital processing, and
identification of watermarks in old
manuscripts. The whole processing
pipeline beginning with the scanning of
watermarks up to their identification is
described. Most of these watermarks
were captured from manuscripts kept in
the Klosterneuburg monastery (Austria).
watermark, database,
dating, medieval manuscripts, paper,
digital image processing
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INTRODUCTION

Medieval manuscripts, and incunabula
represent an important part of our
cultural
heritage.
Investigation,
cataloging, and restoration of these

books are necessary in order to preserve
our heritage for the future. Many of the
old books (documents) are not dated
explicitly, although the knowledge of
the date of their production would be
essential for historical research. The
comparison of dated watermarks with
undated such is the major method for
dating undated medieval handwritten
paper documents. Several standard
catalogues exist containing thousands of
hand-drawn sketches of watermarks
[2,6]. The identity of a watermark with
one in the standard catalogues is a good
indicator for the age of the watermark
and document in question.
There are some essential hindrances to
the precise dating of the watermarks in a
document using the standard catalogues
containing hand-drawn sketches of the
watermarks. In many cases the
watermarks of a document are covered
by the written text such that it is
impossible to produce good hand-drawn
sketches. But even if it is possible to
make a perfect sketch of the watermark,
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it is still time-consuming and tedious to
find an identical watermark among the
hundreds of similar ones in the
catalogues. Furthermore, all catalogues
are incomplete and there is no guarantee
that the search for an identical
successful.
watermark
will
be
Additionally, it appears that the proof of
the watermark identity is not sufficient
for a reliable dating result. Some
additional data must be supplied and
taken into account. A way for
overcoming most of these drawbacks is
the use of computers, which are ideal
tools for cataloguing, comparing, and
retrieving of huge amounts of data. An
image and text database [4,7,8]
combined with special software tools for
tracing,
image
processing,
and
comparison can facilitate significantly
the identification task.
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compensate for scanning artifacts and to
reduce the noise. Figure I shows a
typical watermark image scanned from a
beta-radiographic hardcopy. The objects
which are used for the watermark
identification are: watermark (a), chain
lines (b), and laid lines (c).

ACQUISITION AND DIGITAL
PROCESSING OF WATERMARK
IMAGES

Watermarks are small deviations in the
thickness of paper. Prior to inputting the
watermark into the computer, a
hardcopy has to be produced. Beta
radiography and electron radiography
are considered the best methods for clear
recording of watermarks because of their
accuracy and
sensitivity. Minute
deviations in the density of the paper are
recorded sufficiently well by them.
However, even these methods produce
hardcopies with low contrast, except
some very bright or dark spots and areas
caused by holes in the paper or special
color ink.
The watermark processing starts with
the input of the prerecorded watermark
hardcopies. A sensitive flatbed scanner
with a transparency extension is used for
their scanning. In the preprocessing
stage the scanned images are enhanced
in order to increase the contrasts, to

Figure 1: watermark image:
watermark (a), chain lines (b), and
laid lines fcl
COMPUTER-AIDED EXTRACTION OF
WATERMARK CONTOURS

Watermark contours cannot be extracted
automatically due to the many artifacts
in the images. A semi-automatic
procedure was chosen in order to
achieve good and fast results. The semiautomatic procedure is designed to
minimize user interaction and to
optimize the quality of contour tracing.
The procedure for watermark contour
extraction is implemented as an
interactive one. At first, the watermark
motif, which defines the overall
watermark shape, is determined by user
interaction. The watermark motif (e.g.
bell, scales, bow and arrow, ox head

etc.) with subtypes down to four levels is
selected from a hierarchically-structured
list and predetermines the number and
positions of control points, which have
to be finally positioned manually. Their
number is kept minimal as far as
possible (typically between ten and
twenty). Furthermore, the motif also sets
geometric restrictions for the variability
of the contour.

Figure 2: Watermark image
with drawn contours
and control points

Then, a semi-automatic procedure based
on parametric cubic Bezier curves [ l ] is
used for the approximation of the
watermark contours [9]. The control
points as chosen by the user divide the
watermark contours into sets of adjacent
contour segments. The resultant Bezier
curve interpolates the two control points
of
each
contour
segment
and
approximates the other two. These
additional control points are calculated
under the criterion to fit the watermark
contour as good as possible. The two

main steps of this procedure are
demonstrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3 .
By dragging the control points, the user
has the opportunity for fine-tuning of
contour segments. The final set of
control points is stored in a relational
watermark database.
The Bezier curve is affine invariant.
linear
This
means
that
any

transformation of its control points
defines a new BCzier curve, whichis just
the same transformation of the original
curve. So, an extracted contour can be
easily adjusted for other watermarks of
the same motif
RELATIONAL DATABASE OF
WATERMARKS
A relational data model was chosen for

the development of the watermark
database. All data are organized in a set
of related tables. The database contains
two main parts. One deals with the
watermark classification according to
their
textual
description.
Each
watermark motif has a defined place in a
hierarchical structure of four levels of
watermark subtypes. According to the
position in the structure, a unique digital
code is generated for each watermark
type registered in the database. It is an
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eleven-digit code consisting of three
preceding digits for the watermark type
code and four subsequent pairs of digits
for subordinated subtype codes. The
capacity of this code is enough for
coding up to 999 watermark types and
up to 99 watermark subtypes in each of
four possible subordinated levels. This
hierarchical structure is based on the
watermark motif classification rules [3].
The second part of the database is used
for the registration and management of
concrete watermark entities. This part of
the database contains a large set of
related
data
required
for
the
classification and complcte dcscription
of watermarks. All watermark images
are stored in this part of the database.
Our fast growing database contains
currently more than 3,000 watermarks.
The main part of these watermarks was
captured from manuscripts kept in the
library of Klosterneuburg monastery
(Austria).
SOFTWARE TOOLS

A large set of software tools is
implemented together with the database
management in one system. User
interaction with this system is reallzed
through a graphical user interface
containing a set of menus, buttons, and
other controlling items. This graphical
user interface was designed following
the Microsoft Windows-style.
One module of the system supports the
processing
and
visualization
of
watermark images and the extraction of
contours. The database allows complex
textual as well as graphical queries. The
software tools include computer-aided
measurement of metrical parameters,
watermark
contour
extraction,
watermark
classification,
and
automation of other routine jobs. A

snapshot from a typical user session is
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presented in Figure 4. (pg. 264)
This snapshot shows three windows: one
displaying the watermark image (left
side of the screen), one for controlling
the watermark contour extraction
process (center), and onc for the textual
watermark description (right side). The
system is implcmcnted on a PC platform
and runs under Windows 95198lNT4.012000.
SUMMARY

Methods and tools for digital processing
of watermark images and storing them
in a relational watermark database were
developed and implemented. All
methods and tools are integrated in a
software system, which allows the user
to perform all necessary tasks for
watermark classification within one
system. The system is fully implemented
and has proven its usefulness in a
production environment.
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Figure 4: Graphical user interface with three open forms

